Julie Smith’s
Misinformation Resources
Fact Checkers:

For U.S. politics.

For U.S. politics.

For rumor/urban legend checking.

For U.S. politics.

For live fact checking.

For live rumor checking.

For real-time fact-checking.

Media Analytics:
Analyses of narratives supported by the
Russian, Chinese and Iranian governments.

Analyzes the spread of claims
and rumors; user fact checking.

Voice of America journalists analyze
stories released by international
government agencies.

Rates the credibility of news articles
based on site quality, author expertise,
quality of source, and tone.

Reports on newly trending topics, measures
engagement, and reviews current viral topics.

Literacy companion to FactCheck.org;
detects flaws in public arguments and ads.

Analyzes websites to track the effects
of money on U.S. politics and its
results on elections and public policy.

An AI tool designed to help the user distinguish
between credible information and manipulation.

Social Media Analysis:

Identifies toxic trolling and
inauthentic activity on Twitter.

Provides users with analyses
of any Instagram accounts.

Tracks the spread of stories shared on
Twitter and measures reader skepticism.

Tracks user statistics for Twitch,
Instagram, and Twitter.

Analyzes Twitter accounts and
identifies any bot-like activity.

A searchable collection of all ads
currently running on Facebook.

Website Verification/Analysis:

Sites enable users to enter a URL and learn of the host’s activities generated during browsing; offer reverse look-up
services on IP or URL addresses, and identify other domains hosted by the same server.

Games and Learning Tools:

Quiz game challenging players
to distinguish facts from fiction.

Students read articles, then choose
which are fact and which are fiction.

Players create fake news and
try to cause disruption and chaos.

Players learn to distinguish credible
information from non-reliable sources.

Image/Video ID and Analysis:
Sites enable users to enter an image or video and see an analysis of its technical make-up, authenticity,
identification of persons, places or objects in the image, image origin, and evidence of any digital manipulation.

Education and Teaching Tools:
A non-partisan national organization providing programs and resources for educators and the public to
teach, learn and share the tools needed to be smart consumers of news and information, and educated
participants in a democracy.

… and from Julie

Julie’s Playlist of De-Bunking Video

Julie’s new book on Amazon

(She has a kid in college and no shame!)

